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According to the Grant Agreements for LOVE-FOOD-2MARKET-GA687681 & CATCH-U-DNA-GA737212, we have posted the advertisement for one (1) PhD and two (2) MSc Fellowships in life sciences at the E. Gizeli laboratory. The text for the open positions posts has been published on October 3, 2017 (IMBB P.N. 10169/3-10-2017) at the website of the Institute of Molecular Biology and Biotechnology-FORTH (http://www.imbb.forth.gr/jobs/041017_Gizeli.ORZ-0052.pdf), the EURAXESS portal and the DIAYGEIA System ADA: 6Ε8469HΚΥ-XI6.

The desired qualifications of the applicants involved:

**PhD Fellowship:** BSc and MSc in biology/molecular biology/biotechnology; demonstrated lab experience in point-of-care and/or biosensing. Excellent knowledge of Greek and English is necessary.

**MSc Fellowship:** BSc in biology/molecular biology/agriculture/biotechnology/life sciences; ideally with lab experience in molecular biology and/or biosensing. Excellent knowledge of Greek and English is necessary.

Three (3) applications were submitted to the Principal Investigator (PI) in charge i.e. Electra Gizeli in response to the advertised position (Ref # OPZ-0052).

Dr. Electra Gizeli, Dr. Kriton Kalantidis and Dr. Vasilis Bouriotis are the aforementioned scientists in charge on behalf of FORTH that consist the evaluation committee for the selection of the fellows. The committee convened on October 23, 2017 and evaluated the applications that have been submitted for the open call regarding the position offered in the laboratory of Professor Electra Gizeli. The committee decided to offer the PhD Fellowship to Ms. Nikoletta Naoumi and the 2 MSc Fellowships to Ms. Fotini Papagavriil and Ms. Gesthimani Ioanna Theodosi.

The selection was made on the basis of the education background of the applicants, their prior expertise and relevance in terms of his scientific focus to the programs aims.

The applicants have been accordingly informed about the outcome of the evaluation process and they were invited to sign a contract with IMBB-FORTH.

Heraklion, 23 October 2017
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